Talking with
Your Child About
Sexual Abuse
Talk about good boundaries when
you’re talking about other topics.

Today a mean kid
at school made fun
of my friend...

Tell your friend you don‛t
agree with the mean kid.
It is important to support
your friends, especially if
someone is hurting them or
touching them.

Tell your child that it
is OK to say “no”.

If uncle or grandma want
to hug or kiss you, or touch
your body you can always
tell them ‘no.‛
“But won‛t they
be mad at me?

“You can do whatever you are OK with. Maybe
a nice smile or high-five? Remember, it‛s OK
to say “no” if you are uncomfortable...even to
adults in charge.”

Make sure your child knows that
some body parts are private.

“The parts of your body under your
bathing suit are private. No one can
touch those parts unless you say so,
and a grown-up shouldn‛t ask you to
touch their private parts, either.”

“But what if we‛re
playing a game?”

“It‛s not OK, even if it‛s a game.
If it happens tell a grown-up you
trust right away.”

Talk about secrets.

“Some secrets are OK to
keep, like a surprise birthday
party. But other secrets are
important to share.

“Like what?”

“Like if someone asks you not to tell your parents something. If someone makes you scared or
upset, it's okay to tell a grown-up you trust.”

Let them know that
pictures are private.

“If someone takes a picture of you when
you don‛t want them to, that is not OK.
If they want to take a picture of your
private parts, that is not OK either.”

“But what if they‛re
my friend?”

“I still want you to
tell me right away.”

Chat online at:

online.rainn.org
Call someone who can help:

800.656.4673

